
Childhood: Raja (extreme left) with his parents and younger brother, Seeva. 

Above Raja at age 21 in 1936, a year 
after he arrived in London.

Left Outside his flat at 12, Steele 
Road, London. (NAS)
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Top left Whirl of activities: 
Learning to punt. (NAS)

Above Taking photos of street 
protests organised by the Left 
Book Club. (NAS) 

Left Enjoying a picnic 
with friends at Champery, 
Switzerland, during his Europe 
tour, 29 July 1937. (NAS)

Raja (extreme left) dabbles with drama as part of his literary adventures in
King’s College. (NAS)



Spring dates: Raja relaxing with Piroska and a friend. (NAS)

In love: Raja and Piroska. (NAS) Homeward: Returning to Malaya with his 
new wife, Piroska. (NAS) 



Carefree days: Raja (extreme left), with good friends. (NAS)

Left Home: Apartment at 89, Priory 
Road in West Hampstead, London. 
(NAS)

Above Tea cups, cigarette ashtrays 
and books reflect the couple’s lifestyle. 
(NAS)



Writing between air raids in London: Described as a “leading short story writer” in 
Modern International Short Stories, 1947 (left), Raja’s stories also appear in the August 

1941 issues of the Life and Letters, among others.

Wartime 1941: 
Raja and Piroska 
display a spirited 
attitude to life as 

British friends 
go to war. Their 

friends also 
include Asian 
students, and 

Jewish refugees 
from Nazi 

Europe. (NAS) 



Raja reading proofs in the newsroom. 

Famous journalist: Raja (centre, standing with arms folded) with the Singapore
Standard staff. (NAS)



Raja stimulates thinking about controversial issues in his columns in the Malaya Tribune 
and, later, the Singapore Standard.



Dinner parties: Entertaining friends and contacts at his home in Chancery Lane in his 
younger days. (NAS)

Above He continues to host friends in his 
house right up to his old age, as in this 
party in 1984.

Left Cover of the first issue of Raayat,       
13 December 1954. 




